FINAL TASK for PIP Class of P-13 and P-14
TPB-IPB: YOUR DREAM

Dear All Students of Introduction of Agriculture Science (PIP)

P-13 and P-14 Classes, TPB - IPB

After you have got 14 meetings in the class and have conducted a field excursion in Dramaga Campus and Cikabayan Research Field,

in the end of this semester I deliver you two tasks that you have to drop your answer/comment in this Blog, as follows:

1. Please explain the perception of agriculture after you followed 14 meetings in PIP (Introduction of Agriculture Science) Class.

2. Write down "YOUR DREAM" right here, please if you get 25 hectares farmland in your home-town after you have graduated from IPB in 2015.

Your comment should be dropped in this page by December 21, 2011.
Good Luck.....